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Do you own sensitive data?

Is access to sensitive data restricted to 
specific users or applications?

Do you use public cloud?



Today, most companies are blind to the most 
obvious malicious traffic



Gartner said CASB is essential for all 
companies

*Gartner Research Paper: Mind the SaaS Security Gaps Published: 19th May 2016

CASB and IAM

are a minimum

CASB is a mandatory control for 

SaaS adoption

APIs most critical 

piece for cloud

Favor CASBs who 

offer SaaS, IaaS and 

PaaS from a single 

Console
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Policy design requires a strategy for users, 
data, and apps
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The first story is about compromised accounts

Organizations have little visibility into the activities of their 

users in their SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, and IDaaS environments

Ultimately, legitimate security breaches get overlooked

Attackers are compromising user cloud accounts at an 

unprecedented pace 

Traditional security controls don’t extend to cloud 

applications
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Accounts





Users are adopting cloud applications based on 

preference without any IT approval 

IT has no ability to govern the activity of their off-

campus users

The second story is about data breaches

People are used to the convenience of cloud applications 

in their personal lives

It’s impossible for security personnel to see how exposed 

a company is on the cloud

Data





Average company has over 550 unique user-enabled, 

3rd party OAuth connected to their cloud applications

The final story is about Cloud-Native Malware

IT has no way to determine which apps are risky or block 

the 3rd party access

Cloud-native malware is increasing in volume

Each third-party app can potentially give malware a way to 

view, edit, delete and externalize corporate data

Applications





Cisco Cloudlock’s architecture is 100%
cloud-native

Hosted by Cisco 
Cloudlock 
on AWS

Subscription-
based

Comprised of 
security micro 

services

Multi-tenant



Cisco Cloudlock uses APIs that connect 
directly to the application

Unlike proxy-based CASBs, API-based CASBsAPI

Analyze data already in the cloud (retroactive security 

analysis)

Analyze cloud-to-cloud traffic

Do not break functionality or impact the user 

experience

Protect cloud usage from unmanaged users and users 

with mobile devices
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This architecture has many competitive 
benefits

Seamlessly scalable

Fast, simple installation

Upgrades handled automatically

No hardware rightsizing or configuration

No devices, agents, or proxies

Non-disruptive



And has a Certified Integration Partner 
Ecosystem

Cisco Cloudlock
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Organizations in all segments use Cisco 
Cloudlock

Manufacturing Retail Technology Federal Higher Ed Other



Thank you!
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